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Background
In 2011, Congress first established a legal framework to facilitate compatible
renewable energy projects near Department of Defense installations and their
associated training areas. Across the United States this law, in its current form 10 U.S.
Code § 183a, continues to successfully balance the needs of national security with the
transition to green energy and the rights of private land owners. The PA DMVA and the
PANG have proven to be the rare exception as they continue to defy the statute and
the supporting DOD policy.
At risk is the $300 million Anthracite Ridge Wind Project, associated jobs and tax
revenues. Doral Renewables and its associates have committed to the Mission
Compatibility Evaluation process “to identify feasible and affordable actions that can
be taken by the Department, the developer, or others to mitigate any adverse impact
on military operations and readiness.” We believe that Fort Indiantown Gap and DMVA
have failed to offer or seriously consider proffered mitigation options; instead, they
have decided to negatively influence public discourse with dubious or misinformed
declarations that end-run the spirit of the law and established DOD processes and
reserved authorities.

Mission Compatibility
Evaluation Process
“The DoD's Mission Compatibility Evaluation
(MCE) process provides a timely, transparent, and
science-based analysis of potential impacts to
military operations. Once impacts are identified,
the DoD works to identify mitigation strategies to
minimize those impacts.”
Military Aviation and Installation Assurance Siting Clearinghouse
Mission Compatibility Evaluation Process

32 CFR §211
Roles & Responsibilities
§211.9 Mitigation options

▪ Department of Defense
▪ Modifications to military operations.
▪ Modifications to radars or other items of military equipment.
▪ Modifications to military test and evaluation activities, military training routes, or training procedures.
▪ Providing upgrades or modifications to existing systems or procedures.
▪ The acquisition of new systems by the DoD and other departments and agencies of the Federal Government.

▪ Developer
▪ Modification of the proposed structure, operating characteristics, or the equipment in the proposed project.
▪ Changing the location of the proposed project.
▪ Limiting daily operating hours or number of days in use in order to avoid interference with military activities.
▪ Providing a voluntary contribution of funds to offset the cost of measures undertaken by the Secretary of
Defense to mitigate adverse impacts of the project on military operations and readiness.
Source: 32 CFR §211 Subpart C, Project Evaluation Procedures

14 CFR Part 77
Accepted Safety Mitigations
• Night Vision Google Compatible Lighting
• Fund mods to radar software (if required)
• Anti-Icing Systems
• Change to Minimum
Vectoring Altitude

Revised Mitigation Layout
40 Turbines
Original Layout

State Gameland

Mitigation Layout

State Gameland

>51% Reduction in Number of Turbines
≈ 30% Reduction in Layout Footprint; Restores Training Space

Requested Considerations
• Active, transparent engagement w/ Anthracite Ridge IAW statute and DOD policy
• Review command restrictions that might enable more flexible use of the
Northern Training Area (NTA); for example:
• No more than 3 aircraft per NTA subsection
• No training below Restricted Area 5802A, even when inactive
• Most conservative risk management methodology
• Consider more expansive use of NTA within 25NM training radius
• Expand boundary of NTA-B/C to north slope of Line Mountain
• Expanded use of State Gamelands/Forest for training (vice private land)
• Accept some modest run-in azimuth restrictions at some LZs
• Revise analytical approach: Assume the project is a commercial or residential
development with no means for DOD objection; how would you overcome
training impacts?

Northern Training Area: Approximately 451,000 Acres / 532 Square NMs
Anthracite Ridge footprint is approximately 4,200 Acres / 5 Square NMs
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Discussion of Alternate HLZs
within25NM of MUI

Rausch Creek Properties is considering a no-cost
lease agreement for acreage at Branchdale Mine
to develop an Helicopter Landing Zone; will
require an agreement with Zerby Airport

Successful Mitigation Efforts
White Rock Wind, OK:
Intensive engagement
resulted in compatible
development with
minimal impact to
mission

Successive, large scale
NM wind energy
development Impacting
multiple Services and
diverse mission sets

Dear House member,
We have been watching with great interest the ongoing debate over whether or not Pennsylvania
should join the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative. Supporters of RGGI have repeatedly made the claim
that moving towards renewable energy sources will create good paying jobs, a claim that has been hotly
debated in Harrisburg.
With that as a backdrop, it is mystifying to our members why the Commonwealth of Pennsylvania is
turning its back on a massive alternative energy project that will literally illustrate their case in black and
white.
Global Energy Generation has proposed a $300 million wind farm in Schuylkill County, a project that will
be built with approximately 300 members of organized labor. The Anthracite Ridge project will return
an abandoned mine to the tax rolls and is 100% privately funded. If there was ever a project that
showcases the partnership that can exist between RGGI supporters and the building trades, this is it.
But instead of celebrating this potential partnership, the leadership at Fort Indiantown Gap has decided
to scuttle the project by refusing to negotiate a mitigation plan with the developer, as is required by
federal law. Instead, have spent their time appearing at local zoning meetings and spreading
misinformation about the project.
If the governor and RGGI supporters are serious about claims that this policy is about creating jobs, it is
long past time to come to the table on behalf of 300 men and women of the building trades who are
ready to get to work. Anything less is just more wind.

Sincerely,

Anthony Gratti, Jr.
Business Manager
IBEW 607 Shamokin Pa.

